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Welcome & Summit Overview
Fundamental here is something about the way we work together as institutions and individuals – a collaborative spirit
is needed to solve this problem that does not acknowledge siloed boundaries. –Joseph McIntyre, Ag Innovations
Is waste wasted? Or is our thinking too limited? Everyday California farmers produce byproducts that must be disposed of in one way
or another. But are we throwing away money? What if we could transform waste into profit and at the same time deliver substantial
environmental benefits? There is an emerging body of research and practical applications that suggests California is ready to create a
genuine Bioeconomy – an economy where every byproduct is an input to another valuable product.
This provocative one-day event invited 60 leaders in California agriculture, government, industry, and NGOs to peer over the horizon
towards this emerging bioeconomy, to learn about what is driving the need to find new solutions to reducing and reusing woody
biomass from farms and a wide range of other byproducts of the food system.

SUMMIT OBJECTIVES
1.
2.
3.

Connect the dots between inputs, outputs, and opportunities – farmers, foresters, policymakers, technology,
entrepreneurs, and industry
Uncover new homes, markets, and emerging technologies for agricultural byproducts
Inform a strategy for an innovative, thriving, California bioeconomy

SUMMIT: KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Develop a broad-scale coalition to lead the cultivation of a California bioeconomy
Frame a broad narrative and educate stakeholders about the bioeconomy
Accelerate development and scaling of new products and additional value-add from biomass
Develop and advocate for policy solutions that foster a bioeconomy
Implement tactical solutions now

Welcome Remarks: What’s Needed to Ignite a Bioeconomy?
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Undersecretary Jim Houston, California Department Of Food & Agriculture There are no civilizations that survive without
agriculture – we must find pathways forward through the challenges we face. Climate change is our most formidable issue today and ag is at
the center of it. This group of esteemed individuals can move crucial solutions forward. California is a model for the nation, and every
California eater, grower, and leader should be proud of the state that we live in.

Joseph McIntyre, President & Principal Facilitator, Ag Innovations Humans have always had a bioeconomy - we live in interrelationship with our natural world - agriculture is the maximal expression of that in our daily lives. What makes effective change in
California? The most powerful kinds of change are changes that arise out of collaboration, particularly amongst unusual partners. So when
we walk hand in hand with both sides of the aisle on an issue that we agree on, with solutions that are common sense, economical, and
implementable, we can actually change peoples’ idea of what’s possible here in California. Today is a start. A change process begins by
raising the collective shared awareness of a problem amongst a group of leaders. Because there’s an intersection of need and opportunity there is a place to allow stakeholders from across the spectrum to create creative ways to close the loop.

Assemblymember Bill Dodd, 4th District California has long led the nation in

This new way of thinking will bring us
economic, environmental, and social progress – and today we are here to align those
much needed economic opportunities
areas and intentions. Tremendous progress has been made in waste recycling, reuse,
as we aim to use 100% of the value in
and conservation – and we must continue to advance our thinking – to consider
the production of the CA food system.
agricultural byproducts not just as “ag waste,” but as raw industrial material that can
th
and should be transformed into other outputs and products – for our farms, our
-Assemblymember Bill Dodd, 4 District
businesses, and our economy. This new way of thinking will bring us much needed
economic opportunities as we aim to use 100% of the value in the production of the
CA food system. We need expertise – leading researchers and analysts to explore potential feedstock, products, and methods. We need
industry to work with California farmers and foresters to identify new products and open new markets, and we need decision-makers to
listen and lead – to do what we can to set goals and work with you to translate ideas into public policy that supports a healthy economy.

Secretary John Laird, California Natural Resources Agency How do we make the argument for the bioeconomy and then to work
together to move California forward? We must connect producers with those thinking strategically about our bioeconomy – how to market
it, argue for it, or build coalitions to support it. Your challenge today is to consider the problem and create solutions, but also to develop a
context and a narrative that policymakers can identify with and take action on. A key to
Your challenge today is to consider
success is to embrace the notion of climate change and how this fits - and using this context.
the problem and create solutions,
Being able to argue for the multitude of issues around woody waste and the CA drought as
but also to develop a context and a
climate change problems can leverage a broad coalition and systems perspectives. Using the
narrative that policymakers can
climate change prism, funding ag land protection, forest health, wildfire protection,
identify with and take action on.
wetlands restoration, etc., this is how we identify allies and advance a bioeconomy over time.
-Secretary John Laird, California
Reach out to legislators and agency leadership with this framing and work together to coNatural Resources Agency
create implementable solutions.

Panel Remarks: The Center of the Storm: Woody Biomass
Paint a picture of what this looks like to you? How has the closure of the biomass energy plants affected you?
Jeanne Wade Evans, Deputy Regional Forester, Pacific Southwest Region, US Forest Service
•

•
•

As we look at sustaining forest health over the long-term, how do we do that in an economic way? In an era of drought and
decline, biomass production has grown. After 5 years of drought, over 100 million trees are dead, many infested with bark
beetles, and the state is working to identify solutions. But right now, we are not doing forest health – we are doing damage
mitigation - we are trying to keep power lines up, wildfires are fought, and the public safe.
We need partners and new opportunities – universities, public and private stakeholders, industry. We are being creative looking at opportunities within the Administration, Tree Mortality Task Force, and open to collaborating further
We are trying to prioritize all 18 forests – Southern Sierras are particularly endangered (Sierra, Stanislaus, Sequoia National
Forests; El Dorado and Tahoe are also severely affected - and all are crucial.

What’s the scale of the problem in your members’ almond orchards? Where is it going right now?
Richard Waycott, President, Almond Board of California
•

The almond Industry is currently farming approximately 1.5 million acres in
California. Products and byproducts include:
o Kernel = 900,000 tons
o Shells = low value, livestock bedding
o Hulls used for animal feed (dairy industry)
o Byproducts = 2.5 million tons; was historically burned or sent to
cogeneration plants

The challenge is in taking this
very valuable “waste” and finding
ways to improve its value.
- Richard Waycott, President,
Almond Board of California
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•

•

This is a transformational time - the situation is devastating and we have a massive and unique opportunity to do things
differently. We need to change the narrative and appeal to a broader audience than just ag. The challenge is in taking this very
valuable “waste” and finding ways to improve its value.
The traditional homes for waste are in trouble and we must accelerate discovery of additional value - working with industry,
research, and government. Mechanization has dramatically reduced labor costs, but not in fruit tree industry.

What’s the scale of your challenge, and what happens if you don’t find another home for members’ biomass?
Chris Valadez, Director of Environmental & Regulatory Affairs, CA Fresh Fruit Association
•
•
•

•

•

The stone fruit industry has a similar story to the almond industry in CA. The majority of acres are located in central and
southern San Joaquin Valley = 60,000 acres (peach, plum, nectarine, apricot)
Natural attrition rate = 5% (3,000 acres/year of trees removed),
Regulatory environment (burn permit process) is extremely cumbersome; approximately $300 acre to CARB to burn - air quality
controls, federal and state standards on particulate matter - concerned about where we go next
o 3 litmus tests must be met before burning 15+ acres (1. Is there an economically viable alternative? 2. Are there longterm funding commitments? 3. Will burning cause violation of federal air quality standards?)
There is incredible pressure on the stone fruit industry; disposal and regulatory environment issues are growing and the
workforce throughout the supply chain is struggling:
o 10 years ago = 700 growers, 30+ major packers/shippers
o Today = 200 growers, 12+ packers/shippers
o Projections = 60,000 acres in productive stone fruit will decline to 40,000; 120 producers, 8 packers/shippers; there
are multiple causes, but disposal and regulatory compliance are key stressors
The proportional cost of labor (vs. cost of production) in stone fruit = labor cost projections are approximately 65% - the
industry cannot sustain this over time; a strong long-term market will require a reduction in that percentage

Give us an overview of the possibilities for biomass conversion.
Steve Kaffka, Ph.D., Director, California Biomass Collaborative, UC Davis
•

•
•
•
•
•

Farming is an ecological good in
1970-80s energy crisis resulted in growth of the biomass industry (agricultural
California, forest health is a public
residues; forestry/timber industry). 30-year contracts signed in that era are now
good – how will we pay for it? We
expiring and other energy sources are much cheaper, and facilities are closing,
need creative public policy and a
while feedstock has risen dramatically with the California drought. We are now
coalition of support. Steve Kaffka,
faced with unprecedented numbers of dead trees in the most challenging areas.
Ph.D., Director, California Biomass
All biomass involves landscapes and we are faced with severe
Collaborative, UC Davis
ecological/environmental challenges. With respect to agriculture, we have the
most efficient, productive, ecologically sound agricultural sector in the world.
Carbon policy can help us improve the health of our landscapes and support the state’s economy.
Farming is an ecological good in California, and forest health is a public good – the cost of sustaining it is higher than we originally
thought – how will we pay for it? We need creative public policy and a coalition of support.
Where else can we produce the diversity of agriculture with such high rates of efficiency? An acre of land in California is worth 220 in any other state, so what we do is of great consequence to the nation.
We must think creatively to combine the use of bioenergy facilities (relocation, development of new) to handle the steady supply
and scale of agricultural biomass, and be adjusted to meet the needs of other woody biomass (forest)
Forest health is a public good, the cost of sustaining it is higher than we thought – biomass energy can reduce that cost

What is the major barrier for finding a different home for woody biomass?
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Changing our thinking around how ag and forestry work together – crops are dependent on a reliable source of water – our
connection is clear and we should align our efforts.
Explore other end-result outputs for other industries.
All of the above – continue to work on all pieces – the diversity of agriculture means we need a broad suite of solutions
Need a countervailing effort to identify and accelerate to move the agricultural community forward faster – there are smaller
incentives here and there, but a major effort is needed.
A life cycle analysis – Identify more specific “value” of biomass energy economists could use carbon credit systems. Look at
carbon and water policy – and find ways to accelerate and incentivize solutions (carbon tax, cap and trade fee, carbon credits
for more productive ways of converting materials
$3 billion spent by USFS for fire suppression in 2016 – what can we invest upstream?
Develop systems to calculate the benefits of biomass energy – value the ancillary benefits.
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Panel Remarks: Closing the Loop: Stories from the Dairy Industry
What resourceful, creative ways do you see the dairy industry implementing to close the loop or convert biomass
into valuable uses?
Paul Sousa, Director of Environmental Services, Western United Dairymen
•

Feed is a major issue/need; always looking to reduce these costs (hiring nutritionists, research and changing feed)
o Crop residues (not processed) – almond hulls, cotton seed
o Processing byproducts – citrus pulp, brewers grains, tomato pumice, industrial alcohol, fruit/veg

Stacey Sullivan, Policy Director, Sustainable Conservation
• Sustainable Conservation has worked with the dairy industry for over 15 years – helping address environmental problems in ways
that make economic sense (air and water quality, climate and methane emissions)
• There is a longstanding assumption that dairy manure is a profoundly valuable source of methane (anerobic digestion " energy
or fuel) – but it’s been a rocky road to digester success. We put our eggs in one basket, and digester tech has needed to develop
dramatically.
• Technology has advance significantly over the past decade and we are beginning to see incentives for ag to integrate
• But not every dairy will have digester – what other options exist? Sustainable Conservation working on additional tools:
o Moving from flush and scrape method to " collection systems (once it’s scraped, what do you do with it?)
o Moving away from digesters as the only solution – nitrogen remains and water quality is compromised
o Efforts now spent to use dairy manure as compost

What recommendations would you make as we look to overcome the barriers faced by biomass in CA, based on your
experience in closing the loop?
•

•
•
•
•

Relationships are key
o Producer to producer, producer to government, all relationships to larger industry
o Relationships between farmers and industry have been built – each have their own interest
o Dairy nutritionists + experience tinkering with feed have surfaced new partnerships
o Need to develop relationships with the source of the waste (producers) of compost and regulatory agencies regulatory environment needs streamlining
o Relationship between new sources of compost and existing industry
A life cycle/whole system analysis of where the opportunities lie
Research and experimentation needed to explore how to increase the value of each phase of the process
The economics must pencil out – producers cannot afford rates to support biomass energy
Consider and explore all of the above – to work together, develop very strong personal relationships

Panel Remarks: Break-Down, Break-Even, or Break-Through? Tech & Profitability
What can we do to breakthrough the profitability barrier and find markets for biobased fuels and products?
Leo Zhang, Senior Analyst, Cleantech Group
•

Founded in 2002 to help the clean tech community meet, learn and do deals, CTG today convenes 32,000+ members worldwide,
online and in person
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•

•

Investment Industry: Continuous decline in venture capital investment in industrial biotech over the past 3 years. Gone are the
heydays of megadeals for industrial biotech – particularly those targeting biofuels – due to a number of factors (i.e. slow
commercialization progress, drop in global oil prices, etc.). Nevertheless, a number of companies are still attracting funding as
they have pivoted and/or shifted their technology application and target market. Despite the decline in venture capital investment
in the sector, there are a number of large financings for companies that have pivoted away from a fuel business to other
industrial applications. Namely, agricultural, chemical, and food and nutrition markets are common. Newly formed companies are
shying away from an integrated business model, and instead are focusing on either a specific point within the value chain, or
anchoring themselves as platform technology providers.
Where industrial biotech fundraising is still seeing success
o Renmantix: Focusing specifically on the upstream of the value chain on feedstock, which allows the company to target
not only fuels, but also areas such as chemicals and materials.
o Aviation Biofuels Industry trying to replace petroleum for fuel
o Technologies and services that prevent ag waste - ugly fruit & veg, monitoring, development of best practices

William Orts, Ph.D., Research Leader, Bioproducts, USDA-ARS Western Regional Research Center
• Add Value & Best Use of Carbons; Carbon Policy
o Worldcentric – Adding byproducts to disposable silverware
o Biochar as a plastic additive (vs. as a soil amendment)
o Biogas = 1/5 price if methane is added; biogas " transportation fuel (possibly plastics) – OPPORTUNITY
• Create Strategic Materials
o USDA researchers are partnering with tire companies to provide a domestic source of rubber and to convert this USproduced rubber into tires
• BioPreferred Program gives venders a significant advantage in filling federal contractors.
o USDA brand name for Biobased Markets Program established in Farm Bill
o Identifies and seeks to establish new markets for biobased products
o Federal purchasers must give a preference to designated items composed of biobased products.
o Two Major Elements: Federal procurement preference program requires Federal agencies and contractors to
purchase qualifying products, and voluntary labeling program will allow product vendors to use a USDA logo to
identify qualifying products

Joel Cherry, Ph.D., President of Research and Development, Amyris
• Mission: To demonstrate that synthetic biology can help solve the worlds biggest challenges
• Vision: to produce farnesene for fuels or chemicals from a wide range of biomass sources, anywhere in the world
o Founded in 2003 by post-doctoral fellows from the University of California, Berkeley
o Headquartered in the SF Bay Area and with operations in Brazil, 418 FTEs >25% of US employees are PhDs)
o 680 issued patents and pending applications
• Multiple markets from a single molecule - fuels, cosmetics, flavors, fragrances, nutraceuticals, solvents, lubricants, elastomers,
polymers, rubber, tackifiers and sealants
• Process = Sugar " fermenter " yeast " farnesene " fuel
• Organism engineering – convert a low value molecule into a high value product; takes energy, time, research; simple chemical
conversion – process economics
• In order to bring cellulosic-derived farnesene / farnesane fuel to market, Amyris needs to partner with a cellulosic sugar provider
that can actually scale and manufacture the sugar
• Sugar prices are volatile, median of $0.148/lb over the past 20 years; lignocellulosic sugars promising (but expensive)
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•
•

Rubber supply is increasingly problematic
Biology can do complex chemistry with precision, and using microbes to convert sugar to value chemicals is faster, cleaner, and
can be cost competitive

Glenda Humiston, Ph.D., Vice President of Agriculture & Natural Resources, University of California
• Biomass energy production does not pencil out economically, and finding homes for biomass has been tremendously difficult we must focus on high-value crops and biomass materials and develop markets. 1/2 million acres/year should be cleared; all state
and federal funds can only address 10%.
• Challenges for Biomass Market Development: Commercialization; consumer and governments support
• Where are the economic opportunities for biomass? $375 billion market for chemical, plastic, rubber, virtually all of which could
be made from biomass
• Cellulosic Nanofibers (CNC) – US Forest Service, in commercialization now by the US Military; kevlar alternative – breakdown
biomass fibers, add to kevlar to strengthen it
o Industry Projections: It is projected that cellulosic nanomaterial could have a
Without a market and
market penetration as high as 3-4% across target markets building to over 24
consistent price signal, we
million tons of demand. This could create ~224,000 jobs and GDP value of
Without a market, a
over $100 billion in the US – as projected by the National Nanotechnology
consistent price signal, we
Initiative & Science Foundation study.
won’t see the innovation we
o Products: Cement additive, kevlar, coating for fruit pallets (extends usable
want to see. Panelist remark
life), extend bridges and other infrastructure – protect wood
o Project: Siskiyou County is partnering with US Forest Service and private
partners on 3 possible applications: A cement additive to improve the structural characteristics of concrete; a coating
for fruit pallets to extend the usable life of wood pallets; for bridge coverings and tennis courts (concrete, asphalt).
Peter Tittmann, Ph.D., UC Berkeley Center for Forestry Wood Resources Group
• Leads Woody Biomass Utilization Group, a collaborative outreach effort working to advance the understanding and use of wood
and woody biomass. Part of the University of California system-wide Division of Agriculture and Natural Resource, the group is
responsible for providing science-based information, technical assistance, and information about funding opportunities related to
biomass utilization interests throughout the state of California.
• Focuses on policy and the social dynamics that create markets and drive innovation – technical innovation alone won’t solve or
make major progress – policy change and influential leadership is necessary
• Challenges to biomass industry: Intellectual property, funding, scale, cost competitiveness
• Opportunities: Greater social acceptability of small/non-conventional, co-firing, converting existing coal, reuse woody residuals,
liquid fuels, carbon capture

What are the opportunities in using ag “waste” more productively, starting with woody biomass?
What is needed to overcome those barriers and begin to cultivate a California Bioeconomy?
• There is no simple solution – tech, policy, finance all have to come together to solve
o The timeline is exceedingly long – 20 years to market; investing practices and expectations – if biobased industry needs
20 years ROI, other industries typically do this in 10
o Need a broad coalition that includes ag, environment, decision-makers, finance, etc., - fix the social context
o Manage expectations – this is a long haul
o Needs 1 good solution in 1 good location to use as model to incentivize
• Economics and Finance
o Without a market, a consistent price signal, we won’t see the innovation we want to see: If biomass is going into
cement and building buildings, we need carbon credits – public policy sets many of the incentives, price point
o Other key barriers/factors: Price/cost competitiveness, performance, sustainability of the product, scale
o Carbon accounting; explore the accounting of the entire system
o Venture capital is the only current option for finance
o Biomass/public goods/biorefinery = investment must come from public sector and other
• Product/Performance
o Our commodities industry is based on sugar – sugar is expensive
o Make trans fuel from landfill gas – has negative carbon intensity
o Fuel replacement vs. fuel additive = much different market potential
o Find market need, produce a cost effective product
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•

Policy
o
o
o
o
o
o

Review current energy, biomass, economic policies and streamline – ensure they’re working together
Policy is indeed needed, but will not sustain an industry in the long-term
Develop a BioPreferred Program at the state level
Policy should incentivize
Policy should incentivize behaviors, not create solutions
behaviors, not create
Use policy to ensure we are achieving true cost accounting in some
solutions. Panelist remark
accurate, consistent, meaningful way
State & federal leadership lacking – be specific about biomass’ potential to
be an enviro/carbon benefit

The Road Ahead: Recommendations for Moving Forward
•
•
•
•

Richard Waycott, Almond Board of California
Jeanne Wade Evans, US Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Region
William Orts, Ph.D., USDA Agricultural Research Service
Glenda Humiston, Ph.D., UC Ag & Natural Resources

What are your conclusions based on today?
•
•
•
•

This is urgent!
Keep current biomass/cogeneration plants open and keep bioenergy a part of the package for now – fix current issues
Collaborate, reduce silos; need a unique gathering of specific talents/minds – the current structure isn’t working
Decide to fix this problem – set a time table

Where are the biggest systems levers?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incentives via public policy
Do we have the institutional capacity to tackle complex, interrelated problems such as this?
Build on today; the right players and minds are in the room – we must prioritize this issue
Put together the right public-private enterprise together – research, financing, implementation
Come together and decide what the right investments are. Where is the right place to invest?
Small policy twist - cost of disposal vs. the cost of materials – add the cost of getting rid of it to the cost of buying it

Imagine its 20 years from now, and we have achieved a bioeconomy. What was the turning point?
•
•
•
•

We approached legislature together with a major plan – and major budget request – include current wins
We had messages that were clean, simple, united
Manufacturing ecosystem is already developed – do not reinvent the wheel; pool funds to access capital, workforce
Commercialize the innovations already ready
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Summit Findings: Cultivating the California Bioeconomy
California Roundtable on Agriculture & the Environment | November 30, 2016 | Sacramento, California

Participant & Panelist Input on Key Recommendations & Opportunities
These key recommendations were pulled from input sessions with participants as well as from panel sessions.
1.

Develop a broad-scale coalition to lead the cultivation of a California bioeconomy
a.

b.

Partners should include existing advocates and groups; universities, public and private, industry, state departments
i. Put together the right public-private enterprise together – research, financing, implementation
1. Develop strong, cross-sector, cross-functional stakeholder relationships – individuals and groups
a. Producer to producer – producer to industry – government to all
b. Tech, policy, finance all have to come together to solve
c. Public-private partnership to support risky innovation
d. Integrate forestry biomass w/urban waste
e. Recruit influential leaders
2. Relationships are key to closing the loop
Prioritize the bioeconomy – with urgency

2. Frame a broad narrative and educate stakeholders about the bioeconomy
a.

b.

c.
d.

Use a broad context to frame the issues
i. Reframe the issue – connect dots – in the context of climate change, economic development, ecosystem services;
waste streams and health, forest health as a public good, wood for housing, forest and watershed management,
rural economic development (jobs), as an input into industrial product
ii. Change the social dynamics that create markets and drive innovation
Increase public awareness of range of public benefits of bio-products/energy
i. Social marketing campaign to increase public understanding of of bio-based products in our economy
ii. Case studies – lessons learned
iii. Create strategic materials and outreach efforts
iv. Keep messages clean, simple, united
Educate – policymakers, legislators, decision-makers – on what the bioeconomy is; educate younger generations –
millennials and younger – they will make the next phase of decisions
Manage expectations – this is a long haul

3. Accelerate development and scaling of new products and additional value-add from biomass
a.
b.
c.

Establish new markets for biobased products
Important to work through all development stages; bench, lab, pilot, demo, commercial
Explore new technologies, products, markets - competitiveness, performance, product sustainability, scale
i. Important to work through all development stages; bench, lab, pilot, demo, commercial

4. Develop and advocate for policy solutions that foster a bioeconomy
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

Approach the legislature together with a major plan – and major budget request – include current wins
Create incentives for biomass energy production
i. Development of new markets and products
ii. Carbon credits/markets
iii. Revise/redo renewable energy portfolio (legislative)
Review, align, and streamline current energy, biomass, economic policies/regulations
Use policy to ensure we are achieving true cost accounting in accurate, consistent, meaningful way
Develop policies to foster cogeneration, composting, incorporating biomass in new products – tires, building materials and
consumer goods

5. Quantify the value of biobased products
a.

Develop systems to calculate the benefits of biomass energy and biobased products – value the ancillary benefits
i. Monetize ecosystem services (public good) of sequestering carbon and improving landscape health
ii. Calculate the externalities of the loss of biomass industry
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b.
c.

Complete a life cycle analysis (whole system)
Move some/all of the research and development to public institutions (venture capital model doesn’t work for larger
infrastructure projects)

6. Implement tactical solutions now
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

Commercialize innovations already ready; build on the good work already completed
Biomass Energy Plants
i. Put plants where product is and transport the energy (relocate plants to take advantage of alignment between ag
and forestry)
ii. Keep current biomass/cogen plants open and keep bioenergy a part of the package for now
iii. Upgrade and continue using existing facilities, infrastructure already built; upgrade emission controls, removal
breaks pathogen load/accumulation; find uses for waste heat
iv. Combine the use of bioenergy facilities (relocation, development of new) to handle the steady supply and scale of
agricultural biomass, and be adjusted to meet the needs of other woody biomass (forest and urban)
Experimentation to explore how to increase the value of each phase of the process
Identify opportunities to expand utilization of “waste” material (e.g., integration of woody biomass and biosolid into bioenergy
production)
Diversifying products that come from wood utilizing technologies (ex: gasification that makes biochar and power)
Other
i. Be creative – ugly fruit and veg programs, etc.
ii. Improve forest access and stewardship
iii. Pick a technology such as cross-laminate wood products that can use dead trees and help the industry get past
building code issues; cross sector pilot project idea.
iv. Innovation Center focused on biomass - public/private partnerships + full range of stakeholders + focus
v. Reduce the amount of woody biomass produced in different industries to be more efficient – plant smaller, more
diverse tree varieties
vi. Forest service needs to invest in improving and streamlining their feedstock agreement processes: direct some
investment $ to internal improvements. Feedstock is critical to stable financial markets.
vii. Micronutrient removal and replacement; forest specifically, but also more generally; almonds 1 million acres; stone
fruit 60 thousand acres; field crops

Participant & Panelist Input: Barriers to Cultivating a Bioeconomy
These key recommendations were pulled from input session with participants as well as from panel sessions.
• Show me the money – RPS rate structure eliminates biomass; contract/PUC rates, contract dynamics
• Lack of collaboration of impacted sectors
• Economic case for biomass energy hasn’t been made - lack of systems to calculate externalities, or value ancillary benefits
• Technology – the breaking down of lignin vs. non- lignin – research needed
• Lack of long-term contracts for feedstocks
• Geography – distributed problem + industrial solutions = enormous transportation costs
• Lack of markets for woody biomass energy, biochar, other products
• Lack of a robust carbon/renewable energy credit market to make bioenergy sufficiently profitable and feasible
• Geography - source of fuel and cost of transportation
• Cost of infrastructure and technology to harvest and process biomass
• Scale
• Time – processes slow, cumbersome

A special thank you to our partners in
CRAE, our sponsors, our terrific speakers,
and to the dynamic set of leaders who
joined the discussion. The Ag Innovations Team
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